
1 Still the worn out book sits on the table 

2 Its lies having passed to the rigid air 

3 Who irrevocably stays as thin as ice 

4 Wrapping the darkened room in a cold embrace 

5 As the trees in the forest fall to the ground 

6 Crashing and thundering for the ears of nobody 

 

6 The rugged book still sits by nobody 

1 Its pages spread across the coffee table 

5 And pulls nobody into a tragic ground 

2 With hint of empty questions in the air 

4 It hangs no one in an answering embrace 

3 With deadly arms as black and cold as ice 

 

3 The cold September air preserves the ice 

6 And locks away the consciousness of nobody 

4 Into the tragic book’s lingering embrace 

1 Its arms open wide across the small table 

2 Providing fantasies as vast as the frigid air 

5 And as far and wide as the endless grounds 

 

5 Fools and wise men visit these impending grounds 

3 To search for answers preserved in aging ice 

2 To answer the questions left in the thinned air 

6 But look to hear empty discords of nobody 

1 Left with what has been laid across the tables 

4 Onto which they fall into a somber embrace 

 

4 Another tragic story of a bookly embrace 

5 That takes the time of lives to wasted grounds 

1 Crumbled into nothing but the comfort of their tables 

3 Frosted over warm secrets with darkened ice 

6 Giving everybody what should be given to nobody 

2 A wasted time on which they’ve strewn into the air 

 

2 These stories, these lies, these sins light as air 

4 Criminals turn cold hearts into a loving embrace 

6 Another written letter sent to nobody 

5 Is another piece of mail sent to imaginary grounds 

3 The truth slips out of the reach across ice 

1 And the fools reach for the lies across the table 

 



1, 4 The table does nothing but hold an embrace 

2, 5 For the air of lies on fiction’s grounds 

3, 6 And meaning slips like ice from the hands of nobody 


